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　　Abstract　　It is discovered that the natu ral convection gas has the pendulum characterist ic , w hich leads to the introduction of the

new concept of gas pendulum .In this paper , the buoyancy lif t of natu ral convection gas is analyzed in a hermet ic chamber , and the rela-

t ionship betw een the buoyancy lif t and the change of temperature is formulated.The experimental results show that the gas pendulum ,
similar to the solid pendulum and liquid pendulum , can be utilized to sense the acceleration and the tilt angle.

　　Keywords:　natural convection , accelerometer , tilt sensor.

　　In the inertial technology field , it is know n that

the pendulum characteristics of solid or liquid have

been utilized to sense the acceleration and the tilt an-
g le[ 1] .In 1989 , i t w as discovered that similar to the

solid pendulum and liquid pendulum , the natural con-
vection gas has the pendulum characteristic , and thus

can be utilized to sense the acceleration and tilt angle.
Because the proof mass of a gas pendulum accelerome-
ter and tilt senso r is gas w ith very small mass , the ac-
celerometer and tilt sensor can resist pow erful vibra-
tion and st rong shocks.The gas pendulum has many

advantages that solid and liquid pendulums do not

have , such as short responding time , low fabrication

cost and so on.This paper summarizes the invest ig a-
tion in acceleration and tilt angle sensors of the gas

pendulum for the past few years[ 2 , 3] .

1　Pendulous phenomena of natural convec-
tion gas in a hermetic chamber

As shown in Fig .1(a), r 1 and r2 represent hot

w ires , if a heat source is placed in a hermetic cham-
ber , the gas nearby the heat source will move up fo r

i ts higher temperature and smaller density ρ, and the

gas far from the heat source w ill sink for i ts low er

temperature and larger densi ty ρ∞ , which forms the

erect up natural convection gas in the hermetic cham-
ber.When the chamber is inclined w ith an ang le θ,
i t is discovered that the natural convection gas alw ays

keeps the vertical upw ard direction (Fig.1 (b)).
This phenomenon of natural convection gas in a her-
metic chamber resembles the pendulum characterist ics

of solid and liquid shown in Figs.2 and 3 , respectively.

Fig.1.　S chematic diagram of gas pendulum.(a)Horizontal

state;(b)ti lt state.



Fig.2.　Schemat ic diagram of solid pendulum.(a)Horizontal

state;(b)tilt state.

Fig.3.　Schematic diagram of liquid pendulum.(a)Horizontal

state;(b)tilt state.

2　Buoyancy lift of natural convection gas in
a hermetic chamber

2.1　Buoyancy lif t on the surface of the Earth

According to the theory of heat transfer
[ 4]
, the

natural convection gas is affected by the local body

force of gravity ρg and the force -ρ∞g , which is

caused by the gas static pressure gradient.The sum

of these two fo rces is the buoyancy lift which can be

expressed as

Fbuolift =-(ρ∞-ρ)g. (1)
Here , ρis the densi ty of the gas heated by the heat

source , ρ∞ is the densi ty of the surrounding unheated
gas , g is the gravitational acceleration , and Fbuolift is

the driving force of the natural convection gas.Be-
cause the densi ty of the heated gas is less than that of

the unheated gas , the direction of the buoyancy lif t is

in the opposite direction of the g ravity.Driven by the

buoyancy lif t , the heated gas rises vertically upw ard.

2.2　Buoyancy lif t in absolute coordinate

Eq.(1)is the expression of the buoyancy lift in

a relat ive coordinate regardless of the g ravi tational ac-
celeration.In the absolute coo rdinate , when the

g ravitational acceleration of the hermetic chamber is

considered , the local body force of gravity ρg and the

force produced by the gas static pressure g radient

-ρ∞g should be replaced by -ρ(α-G) and

ρ∞(α-G), respectively.The buoyancy lif t can be

re-expressed as

Fbuo lift =(ρ∞-ρ)(α-G), (2)
where αis the absolute acceleration of the chamber

and G is the constant of universal gravitation.Be-
cause of the no-gravitational acceleration (the specific

fo rce)f =α-G , we can obtain
Fbuolif t =(ρ∞-ρ)f . (3)

From Eq.(3), we can know that the direct ion

of the buoyancy lift is the same as the direct ion of the

specific force f and the magnitude of the buoyancy lift

is proportional to that of f .

2.3　Relationship betw een buoyancy lif t and change

of temperature

In the natural convection gas , the density differ-
ence of f luid is caused by the temperature difference ,
and therefore the buoyancy lif t is a function of the

temperature difference.When the fluid pressure is a

constant , the change rat io of volume caused by a unit

of temperature variation is called the β— coefficient

of volume expansion.Let j equal the specif ic volume

of the fluid(j=1/ρ), and β can be expressed as

β =

d j
j
dT
=

1
j
 j
 T p

,

where the subscript p representing the pressure is a

constant.Fo r gas , f rom j=1/ρ, we can deduce

dj
dρ
=-

1

ρ2
,

 j
 T p

=-
1

ρ2
 ρ
 T p

.

Therefore , the coef ficient of the gas thermal expan-
sion is

β =
-

1

ρ
2
 ρ
 T p

1
ρ

=-
1
ρ
 ρ
 T p

.

When the change of temperature is small , the density
difference of gas can be approximately equal to

[ 4]

Δρ=ρβΔT .

Therefore , the buoyancy lif t of a unit volume is

Fbuo lift =(ρ∞-ρ)f =ρβΔT f . (4)

3　Gas pendulum accelerometer and tilt sen-
sor

Solid and liquid pendulum accelerometer and tilt

senso r utilize the pendulum characteristics of solid and

liquid respectively in the gravitat ion operation , and
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they can measure the acceleration and tilt angle al-
though the sensing component can use mature tech-
nologies such as capacitance , resistance or other

methods
[ 1]
.Gas pendulum accelerometer and tilt sen-

sor ut ilize the pendulum characteristic of the buoyancy

lif t generated by natural convection gas (Fig .1).
Two thermal sensing resistors r 1 and r2 , namely

hotw ires , in the hermetic chamber were employed to

measure the acceleration and tilt angle[ 5 , 6] .Fig.4
shows the sensing component st ructure of a g as pen-
dulum accelerometer.In this st ructure , tw o ho twires
r1 and r2 form the variable arms of the Whetstone

Bridge.The invariable arms have equal resistances ,
i.e.R1 equals R 2.The input axis is along the sym-
metry axis of the chamber.When the power is on ,
the hotw ire heats the gas around it , and a natural

convection is produced as show n in Fig.1(a).In the

convection field , tw o ho t w ires of r1 and r2 are sym-
metric.Because they sense the same temperature ,
their resistances are equal.The output of the bridge
circuit is zero.When the chamber is af fected by accel-
erat ion , the symmetry of the natural convection field

is distorted.The intension of heat gas f low heats r2
more than it heats r1.Therefore , the temperatures

and the corresponding resistances of r1 and r2 are not

equal to each other.The bridge outputs a voltage sig-
nal corresponding to the acceleration.The signal pro-
cessing ci rcui t is show n in Fig.5.When the voltage

signal is applied , the signal processing ci rcui t gives an
output signal corresponding to the input acceleration.

Fig.4.　 Sensor component sketch map of gas pendulum ac-
celerometer.

In the structure of sensitive element w ith cham-
ber show n in Fig.4 , the tw o ho twires not only act as
the heat source but also as the sensing element.Ex-
perimental results show that the measurement range

of g as pendulum accelerometer can reach ±8g and

the non-linearity is less than 1% FS.Fig.6 show s

the output voltage of a gas pendulum accelerometer.

Fig.5.　Block diagram of signal processing circuit.

Fig.6.　Output voltage of the gas pendulum accelerometer.

Fig.7.　Sensing element st ructure of the gas pendulum tilt sensor.

In gravitat ional field , experiments are conducted
w ith the st ructure show n in Fig.7.The chamber is

cy lindrical.The tw o hot w ires are placed in parallel

w ith the axis of the chamber act ing as the heat source

as w ell as the sensing elements.The natural convec-
tion chamber of this st ructure can be used to measure
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tilt ang les as w ell.Experiments have shown that the

measurement range can be as large as ±45°, and the

non-linearity is less than 1% FS w ith the resolution

less than 0.01″.The output voltage of the gas pendu-
lum tilt senso r is show n in Fig.8.

Fig.8.　The output voltage(V out)of the gas pendulum tilt angle

sensor.

4　Conclusion

(1)The buoyancy lif t is the driving force of nat-
ural convect ion gas.

　　(2)Under the action of buoyancy lif t , natural
convect ion gas has the pendulum characteristic.

(3)The pendulum characteristic of natural con-
vection gas can be utilized to make accelerometer and

t ilt sensor.
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